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Abstract: The replacement of incandescent lamps with more energy-efficient lighting 
technologies has a direct influence on the way flicker is measured. The International 
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) established in the 61000-4-15 standard the functional 
specifications of a flickermeter, taking a standard incandescent lamp’s response to voltage 
fluctuations as the reference. During the past ten years, different works have studied the 
sensitivity of modern lamps to analytical voltage fluctuations of low complexity. From these 
studies, the most widespread conclusion is that modern lamps are less sensitive to flicker than 
are incandescent lamps. Based on these results, international standardization organizations are 
currently studying two different possibilities for updating the flicker assessment procedure: 
adjusting the IEC flickermeter according to a new less sensitive reference lamp, or increasing the 
established compatibility levels for voltage fluctuations. This work presents for the first time a 
sensitivity analysis of a set of modern lamps subjected to real voltage signals that are more 
complex than analytical voltage fluctuations. The obtained results lead to the following 
conclusions: not all efficient lamps have a lower sensitivity to fluctuations than do incandescent 
lamps; the response of some lamps depends on the complexity of the input voltage fluctuation; 
and the response of some lamps in real scenarios, i.e., more complex voltage fluctuations, does 
not correlate with their response to simple voltage fluctuations. 
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Abstract1

The replacement of incandescent lamps with more energy-efficient lighting technologies2

has a direct influence on the way flicker is measured. The International Electrotechnical3

Commission (IEC) established in the 61000-4-15 standard the functional specifications of4

a flickermeter, taking a standard incandescent lamp’s response to voltage fluctuations as5

the reference. During the past ten years, different works have studied the sensitivity of6

modern lamps to analytical voltage fluctuations of low complexity. From these studies,7
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the most widespread conclusion is that modern lamps are less sensitive to flicker than are8

incandescent lamps. Based on these results, international standardization organizations are9

currently studying two different possibilities for updating the flicker assessment procedure:10

adjusting the IEC flickermeter according to a new less sensitive reference lamp, or increasing11

the established compatibility levels for voltage fluctuations. This work presents for the first12

time a sensitivity analysis of a set of modern lamps subjected to real voltage signals that13

are more complex than analytical voltage fluctuations. The obtained results lead to the14

following conclusions: not all efficient lamps have a lower sensitivity to fluctuations than15

do incandescent lamps; the response of some lamps depends on the complexity of the input16

voltage fluctuation; and the response of some lamps in real scenarios, i.e., more complex17

voltage fluctuations, does not correlate with their response to simple voltage fluctuations.18

Keywords19

Efficient Lighting, Voltage Fluctuations, Flicker, Power Quality, Complexity.20
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1. Introduction21

International regulations have prompted the mass replacement of incandescent lamps22

with energy-efficient lighting technologies. There is a rising concern over the relationship23

between the large-scale introduction of such lamps and the Power Quality [1–3]. In this24

sense, the way flicker is measured now takes special relevance [4]. Flicker is defined as25

the irritation suffered by humans when exposed to illuminance fluctuations produced by26

changes in the supply voltage. The standard IEC 61000-4-15 [5], whose predecessor was IEC27

868 [6], establishes the functional specifications for a flickermeter—a device that objectively28

quantifies the level of irritation by using the short-term (10 min) and long-term (2 hours)29

flicker severity, Pst and Plt, respectively. The specifications and reference values, detailed in30

the standard from its first publication in 1986, were based on the leading lighting technology31

at that time: the 60 W incandescent lamp. Compatibility levels for voltage fluctuations were32

specified based on the assumption that a value of Pst = 1 would lead to complaints from at33

least 50% of the people exposed to the light fluctuation produced by an incandescent lamp.34

The gain curve is traditionally used to characterize the sensitivity of lamps subjected to35

sinusoidal voltage fluctuations. This method calculates the relationship between the relative36

amplitudes of the illuminance and voltage fluctuations for a given fluctuation frequency.37

Modern lamps’ gain curves are generally lower than those of incandescent lamps, so new38

lighting technologies are considered significantly less sensitive to voltage fluctuations [7, 8].39

Taking into account the progressive replacement of incandescent lamps and assuming the40

lower sensitivity of energy-efficient lighting technologies to voltage fluctuations, international41

organizations for the standardization and improvement of electric power systems are cur-42

rently studying alternative flicker measurement protocols adapted to current technologies:43

for instance, adjusting the IEC flickermeter according to a new, modern reference lamp, or44

increasing the established compatibility levels for voltage fluctuations [9].45

The specifications of the IEC flickermeter use the gain curve of an incandescent lamp46

as a linear model, combined with the human eye’s response to light fluctuations. The IEC47

flickermeter’s behavior is thus always linear, irrespective of the complexity of voltage fluc-48
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tuations. However, it has not been demonstrated that this mirrors the behavior of modern49

lighting technologies [10, 11]. The current work analyzes the behavior of modern lamps with50

complex voltage supplies, such as rectangular analytical fluctuations and real voltage sig-51

nals. The main objective was to study whether their gain curves, which were obtained from52

simple sinusoidal fluctuations, were valid for characterizing their response to more complex53

fluctuations, in which case the assumed insensitivity would be convincingly demonstrated54

and the aforementioned proposals would go ahead. However, our work revealed that not all55

modern lamps show a consistent relationship between their gain curve and their behavior56

in real scenarios. Moreover, the present work clearly challenges the assumed insensitivity of57

new lighting technologies. The results point to uncertainty in the outcome of increasing the58

flicker compatibility levels, and difficulties in adapting the IEC flickermeter to a less-sensitive59

reference lamp.60

2. Experimental Setup61

This section describes the set of lamps under test (LUTs) and the system used to supply62

the lamps and to record the illuminance signals.63

2.1. Set of LUTs64

The main characteristics of the selected LUTs are given in Table 1. We selected a set65

of commercially available lamps from different manufacturers and using different lighting66

technologies, including halogen, linear fluorescent (LFL), compact fluorescent (CFL; using67

electronic or electromagnetic ballast), and light-emitting diode (LED) lamps. The study68

also included a CFL dimmable lamp because this feature involves additional brightness-69

control methods that also affect the flicker [12]. The LUTs had different energy efficiency70

ratings; these were based on European Union energy labeling, which uses classes from the71

most efficient (A) to the least efficient (G).72

2.2. Voltage Generation and Illuminance Recording73

Fig. 1 depicts the experimental setup used to generate the supply voltage for the LUTs74

and to record their illuminance signals. The setup could generate real or analytical voltage75
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signals. The real voltage signals were previously recorded at a sampling rate of 6400 Hz by an76

acquisition system based on an analog-to-digital (A/D) converter (National Instruments (NI)77

USB-6281) with 18-bit resolution. The digitized analytical or real signal was converted into78

an analog signal by a digital-to-analog (D/A) converter (NI USB-6211) at a rate of 6400 Hz.79

The analog signal was amplified to 230 V by a 7500 Krohn-Hite Amplifier (75 W, from DC80

to 1 MHz) and a 120/230 V transformer. The output of the transformer was supplied to the81

LUT, which was enclosed in a white box together with the light sensor, and was connected82

to a luxmeter (E4-X Hagner Digital Luxmeter). This provided the illuminance signal, l(t),83

which was digitized by another A/D converter (NI USB-6211) at a rate of 6400 Hz with84

16-bit resolution, and then finally stored.85

3. Response to Analytical Voltage Fluctuations86

The responses of lamps to voltage fluctuations have traditionally been studied by means87

of their gain curves [8, 10, 13, 14]. A lamp is more sensitive to voltage fluctuations when88

its gain curve is higher. Each data point on this curve represents the gain factor for a given89

frequency of the voltage fluctuation, fm. This parameter assesses the relationship between90

the relative amplitudes of the illuminance and voltage fluctuations, ∆L

L
and ∆V

V
, respectively:91

G(fm) =
∆L/L

∆V/V
. (1)

The supply voltage of the LUT, when subjected to analytical voltage fluctuations, can92

be expressed as follows:93

u(t) =
√
2A

(

1 + gm(t)
)

cos(ωot) , (2)

where ωo = 2πfo represents the frequency of the mains supply, A represents its Root94

Main Square (RMS) value, and gm(t) represents the fluctuation.95
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For a sinusoidal voltage fluctuation, gm(t) consists of a single frequency, fm, of relative96

amplitude ∆V
V
. In this case, the illuminance fluctuation also consists of a single frequency, fm,97

of relative amplitude ∆L

L
. Fig. 2a depicts the gain curve of each LUT, GLUT, normalized to98

the values corresponding to the reference incandescent lamp, GI1. Each LUT was subjected99

to 32 sinusoidal fluctuations with fm values ranging from 1 to 32 Hz, with ∆V
V

= 1%,100

according to (2). The results reveal that the sensitivity of the halogen lamp (H1) is quite101

close to that of I1 over the whole frequency range, while the rest of the LUTs show reduced102

sensitivity (relative to I1) over a wide frequency range, from approximately 3 to 25 Hz.103

3.1. Sensitivity analysis for rectangular fluctuations104

For rectangular voltage fluctuations, which are characterized by an unlimited bandwidth,105

it is not possible to calculate ∆L
L

for some of the LUTs. Fig. 3 depicts the waveforms of106

the illuminance fluctuations for the I1 and F1 lamps for a rectangular voltage fluctuation107

with fm = 8 Hz and ∆V
V

= 1.5%. In the case of I1 (Fig. 3a), the illuminance envelope still108

consists of a predominant frequency fluctuation that allows the calculation of the relative109

amplitude, ∆L. However, in the case of F1 (Fig. 3b), the complexity of the waveform does110

not allow the direct identification of ∆L or the accurate calculation of its gain factor.111

An alternative method for studying the responses of the lamps to complex voltage fluc-112

tuations should consider all the frequency components of the illuminance fluctuation that113

affect the flicker [15]. Thus, it would consider the real characteristics of the LUT and provide114

a closer approximation to the real irritation it produces. Assessment of the flicker severity115

by means of an illuminance flickermeter meets these requirements.116

The IEC 61000-4-15 standard defines the design specifications for a flickermeter based117

on the voltage supply, according to a physiological model of the lamp–eye–brain chain.118

Some of the five blocks of the model are based on the performance characteristics of the119

60 W incandescent lamp. An illuminance flickermeter would be based on the illuminance120

rather than the voltage signal, but should otherwise be based on the IEC flickermeter, with121

modification of the blocks in the IEC model that use the incandescent lamp’s response to122

voltage fluctuations as a reference. An illuminance flickermeter only includes four blocks123
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(Fig. 4) because the quadratic demodulation (Block 2 of the IEC standard) is eliminated.124

Moreover, the weighting filter in Block 3 of the IEC standard, corresponding to the lamp–eye125

response, is modified so that the frequency characteristics of the human eye are only used126

in Block B. The current work used a highly accurate implementation of an illuminance127

flickermeter that was described in detail and validated in [16].128

The acquisition system depicted in Fig. 1 registered the illuminance of each LUT sub-129

jected to rectangular voltage fluctuations, generated according to (2). Each LUT was sub-130

jected to 32 fluctuations with fm values from 1 to 32 Hz, corresponding to ∆V

V
values that131

produced one unit of flicker severity for an incandescent lamp, i.e., Pst,I1 = 1. The recorded132

illuminance signals were processed by the illuminance flickermeter, and the corresponding133

flicker severity values, Pst,LUT, were obtained.134

Fig. 2b depicts these Pst,LUT values. The results reveal three different behaviors. First,135

the C1 and L1 lamps exhibit low sensitivities, clearly below that of the incandescent lamp,136

with results comparable to their corresponding gain curves generated based on sinusoidal137

voltage fluctuations (Fig. 2a). Second, the sensitivity of lamp H1 is close to, or even higher138

than, that of the incandescent lamp, with results comparable to the gain curve. Third,139

the rest of the LUTs show different responses to sinusoidal and rectangular fluctuations.140

The response of C2 to rectangular fluctuations is higher than the gain curve for the whole141

frequency range and shows more sensitivity than I1 from 18 Hz onward. The response of142

F1 to rectangular fluctuations is similar to the gain curve up to 25 Hz; from this frequency143

onward, the sensitivity of F1 is quite close to that of the incandescent lamp. The response144

of C3 is also quite similar to the gain curve up to 25 Hz, but from this frequency onward it145

shows greater sensitivity than I1.146

The analysis showed that the behavior of some LUTs was different when supplied with147

rectangular versus sinusoidal voltage fluctuations. The higher complexity of the rectangular148

fluctuations produced flickering behavior in some LUTs that differed from their expected149

responses according to their gain curves. Hence, it is necessary to analyze the responses of150

the LUTs when they are supplied with real signals, i.e., with fluctuations that are presumably151

more complex because of their lack of repetitive characteristics.152
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4. Behavior in Real Scenarios153

We analyzed the response of each LUT to voltage signals registered at four different154

locations of the Low Voltage (LV) network (230 V/50 Hz) in the north of Spain. The155

locations were selected based on features such as the population, type of disturbing loads,156

and level of flicker severity.157

4.1. Description of the sites158

Fig. 5 depicts the evolution of the Pst and Plt values for the real voltage signals at each159

site over approximately one week, as well as their 99th percentiles, assessed by means of160

the IEC flickermeter [5]. Additionally, the figures include the percentage of time, TTH, for161

which both parameters exceed the irritability threshold (Pst = 1, Plt = 1). The Plt values162

were calculated using a time interval of two hours, i.e., 12 short time intervals. A Plt value163

was calculated as the cubic average of 12 consecutive Pst values. Each new Plt value was164

obtained with the 11 most recent Pst values used in the calculation of the previous Plt value165

and the next new Pst value. Following this procedure, one Plt value for each Pst value was166

obtained. A brief description of each site is detailed next.167

• Site a (Sa): A metropolitan area of 900,000 inhabitants with relevant industrial activity,168

including steel mills working with arc furnaces. This site did not present excessive169

flicker severity levels: Pst,99 = 1.21 and Plt,99 = 0.93, being close to the irritability170

threshold, with only 3.8% of the Pst values exceeding this limit and all the Plt values171

being below it (Fig. 5a).172

• Site b (Sb): A tourist destination of 100,000 inhabitants (residents and visitors) during173

the holiday period. This site is located far from big industrial loads. In this case, the174

flicker severity values remained above the irritability threshold: Pst,99 = 1.74 and175

Plt,99 = 1.49. The flicker severity values exceeded the limit 67% of the time for Pst and176

86.6% of the time for Plt (Fig. 5b).177

• Site c (Sc): A small town of 15,000 inhabitants located in a steel industry area, pre-178

dominantly with installations equipped with arc furnaces. The duty cycle of these179
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industries can be easily identified in Fig. 5c. The flicker severity values were clearly180

above the irritability threshold: Pst,99 = 2.06 and Plt,99 = 1.63. Despite the long inac-181

tivity period of the arc furnaces, the Plt value is above the irritability threshold 68.8%182

of the time (Fig. 5c).183

• Site d (Sd): A rural, sparsely populated area near a steel industry area where there184

are arc furnaces that follow a continuous duty cycle, with short periods of inactivity.185

Flicker severity values were clearly above the irritability threshold: Pst,99 = 2.29 and186

Plt,99 = 1.92, with TTH,Plt
= 95.3% (Fig. 5d).187

4.2. Complexity of the real voltage signals188

We studied the temporal and spectral uniformity of the real voltage signals. Fig. 6a shows189

the temporal evolution of the RMS value for a representative time series of 10 min from190

Sc. Fig. 6b depicts the power spectral density (PSD) obtained using the Welch estimator191

for the same 10 min interval. The PSD values were normalized to the amplitude of the192

50 Hz component. This example shows the large number of harmonic and interharmonic193

components present in the real voltage signals. Furthermore, the evolution of the RMS values194

reflected irregular patterns that contrast with the uniformity of the analytical fluctuations.195

To extend these observations to the complete set of recorded voltages, a numerical study196

of their complexity is presented. The spectral entropy (SE) was used to estimate the uni-197

formity of a certain frequency distribution [17, 18]. According to this method, a sinusoidal198

function with a spectral distribution that is concentrated around a single component cor-199

responds to the lower limit of SE, whereas white Gaussian noise corresponds to the upper200

limit of SE. The calculation of SE is based on PSD estimation over an interval of duration201

tw. The PSD is then normalized, generating a probability-like distribution, Pi. The estima-202

tion of the entropy was obtained by applying information theory to a discrete probability203

distribution [19]:204

SE =
∑

i

Pi · log2
(

1
Pi

)

. (3)

The envelope of each recorded voltage was calculated as specified in blocks 2 and 3 of the205
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IEC standard [5]. The voltage was demodulated by means of a squaring multiplier. Then,206

two filters were applied to complete the demodulation process: a 1st-order high-pass filter207

(3 dB cutoff frequency fco = 0.05 Hz) and a 6th-order low-pass Butterworth filter (3 dB208

cutoff frequency fco = 35 Hz). The SE of each envelope was calculated for different time209

intervals over the study period, each lasting tw = 60 s, thus yielding a sequence of discrete210

SE values. Table 2 shows the mean and standard deviation values of the sequences for each211

site, plus the mean and standard deviation of SE values corresponding to both sinusoidal212

and rectangular fluctuations with ∆V

V
= 1% and fm = 10 Hz, generated according to (2),213

plus the SE parameters of a random noise sequence.214

The sinusoidal fluctuations produce negligible SE values; the random noise produces215

significant SE values; and the rectangular fluctuations produce SE values clearly closer to216

the lower limit than to the upper one. The mean SE values obtained for the envelopes of217

real voltage signals were considerably higher than the mean SE values for the rectangular218

fluctuations. The standard deviation of the SE was also high at every site, revealing a219

significant dispersion in the temporal evolution of the spectral content of these signals.220

The results reveal the higher complexity of real voltages compared with analytical voltage221

fluctuations, confirming the need to analyze the specific behavior of the LUTs when supplied222

with real voltage signals.223

4.3. LUTs’ response to real voltage signals224

The LUTs were supplied with the recorded real voltages and the illuminance signals were225

registered by means of the system shown in Fig. 1. The Pst and Plt values produced by each226

LUT were calculated using the illuminance flickermeter. Taking into account the duration227

of the recordings and the number of LUTs, the time required to perform the experiment228

was reduced by selecting a shorter study period of three days for each site. In Fig. 5, the229

selected time intervals are indicated with gray areas.230

Fig. 7 depicts the temporal evolution of the Plt values obtained for the LUTs at each231

site. Based on the cumulative probability function of the Plt sequences, the box-plot for232

each LUT is also represented. In each box-plot, the horizontal line represents the median of233
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the distribution, while the bottom and top of the box indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles,234

respectively, showing the dispersion of the represented data; concentric circles represent the235

minimum value and the 99th percentile. The three-day period captured real situations with236

long periods of high flicker severity. This feature produced box-plots of I1 with distributions237

biased toward the highest percentiles in the case of the sites Sa, Sb, and Sd. At Sc, the pe-238

riods of inactivity of the arc furnaces produced a more dispersed distribution. Additionally,239

Table 3 shows the temporal percentages TS for each LUT, representing the Plt values that240

simultaneously exceed the irritability threshold (Plt = 1) and show a sensitivity level similar241

to, or even higher than, that of the incandescent lamp (Plt,LUT ≥ 0.9 · Plt,I1).242

Comparing the Plt,99 values of I1 (Fig. 7) with those obtained with the IEC flickermeter for243

each selected three-day period of real voltages (Plt,99(Sa) = 0.9, Plt,99(Sb) = 1.3, Plt,99(Sc) =244

1.5, Plt,99(Sd) = 1.8), identical results were obtained. These consistent results confirm that245

the lamp model included in the specification of the IEC flickermeter properly reflects the246

behavior of the incandescent lamp.247

For the rest of the LUTs, however, the results for real signals reveal three different248

behaviors. First, the C1 and L1 lamps show low responses, clearly below those of I1,249

for every site. C1 shows the highest response at Sb, where Plt,99(C1, Sb) = 0.8, whereas250

Plt,99(I1, Sb) = 1.3. The most sensitive behavior of L1 occurs at Sd, where Plt,99(L1, Sd) = 0.6,251

whereas Plt,99(I1, Sd) = 1.8. Neither lamp ever produces a Plt value simultaneously above252

the irritability threshold and above the incandescent lamp at any site, TS(C1) = TS(L1) =253

0%. This behavior is compatible with the results from the experiments with analytical254

fluctuations.255

Second, the responses of the H1 and C3 lamps were closer to, or even higher than, those of256

the incandescent lamp. The H1 and I1 lamps show almost identical Plt distributions at every257

site, with I1 slightly above H1. According to Fig. 7h, the most sensitive behavior of H1 occurs258

at Sd, where Plt,99(H1, Sd) = 1.7 and TS(H1, Sd) = 92.6%, whereas Plt,99(I1, Sd) = 1.8. This259

behavior is in agreement with the results from the experiments with analytical fluctuations.260

The response of lamp C3 was slightly lower than that of I1 at Sa, but C3 presented higher261

values at Sb, Sc, and Sd; specifically, at Sd, Plt,99(C3, Sd) = 2.0 and TS(C3, S4) = 92.3%. It262
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should be noted that the behavior of C3 was quite inconsistent with the results from the263

experiments with analytical fluctuations; according to the analytical experiments (Fig. 2),264

C3 is less sensitive than I1 over a wide range of fm values for both sinusoidal and rectangular265

fluctuations.266

Third, the results for C2 and F1 show inconsistent behavior across the different sites.267

F1 presents a lower response than I1 at Sa, Sb, and Sd (Fig. 7e,f,h). This behavior is in268

agreement with the results from the experiments with analytical fluctuations. However, F1269

shows unexpected results at Sc, where it becomes more sensitive than I1. According to270

Fig. 7g, Plt,99(F1, Sc) = 2.1, whereas Plt,99(I1, Sc) = 1.5. As detailed in Table 3, at Sc, F1271

has a TS percentage above 60%, revealing an important inconsistency with the experiments272

with analytical fluctuations, in which the sensitivity of F1 is clearly lower than that of I1273

for a wide range of fluctuation frequencies. The lamp C2 shows a lower response than I1274

at Sb and Sd, and this behavior is compatible with the results from the experiments with275

analytical fluctuations. However, at Sa and Sc, the response of C2 is quite similar to, or even276

higher than, that of I1. In particular, at Sc, Plt,99(C2, Sc) = 2.0, whereas Plt,99(I1, Sc) = 1.5277

and TS(C2, Sc) = 64.3%. As in the case of F1, the response of C2 at these sites is not in278

agreement with its behavior when subjected to analytical fluctuations; in the latter case, it279

shows low sensitivity over a wide range of fluctuation frequencies.280

The analysis with real signals thus provided remarkable results. Some LUTs showed281

considerably sensitive behavior, with heavy dependence on the type of lamp technology.282

Other LUTs showed nonuniform responses across the different sites. The results also showed283

discrepancies in the behavior of some LUTs when subjected to analytical fluctuations versus284

real signals. These factors reveal the unpredictable behavior of some modern lamps when285

the input voltages are complex.286

5. Discussion and Conclusions287

In the past ten years, different studies have analyzed modern lamps’ sensitivities to288

voltage fluctuations. Two of them [8, 13] suggest that some modern lamps are less sensitive289

than incandescent lamps. They used the gain curves of the studied lamps when subjected290
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to sinusoidal and rectangular fluctuations. However, the results from [13] suggest some291

peculiarities, such as the higher sensitivity of some of the analyzed LED lamps compared with292

incandescent lamps. Other works have analyzed the response of modern lamps to sinusoidal293

and rectangular voltage fluctuations by means of an illuminance flickermeter [20, 21]. The294

CFL lamps analyzed in [20] and the LED lamps analyzed in [21] showed low sensitivity to295

the applied voltage fluctuations. However, the results obtained when lighting technologies296

are subjected to voltages disturbed by interharmonic components are remarkable [14, 20, 22].297

Using the gain curves or an illuminance flickermeter, these works show that CFL and LED298

lamps are sensitive to interharmonic components above 100 Hz, in contrast to the immunity299

shown by the incandescent lamps.300

The common conclusions drawn from these studies have prompted general agreement301

about the low sensitivity of modern lamps to voltage fluctuations. During the past few302

years, several works have explored the consequences of that assumption. Firstly, from 2007303

onward, some works revealed the difficulty in explaining the existence, at different sites,304

of flicker levels far exceeding the Pst = 1 threshold but which did not always result in the305

expected complaints from network users [23, 24]. To explain this phenomenon, a report306

from the International Council on Large Electric Systems (CIGRE) C4.108 working group307

suggested that the inconsistency could be attributable to the low sensitivity of modern308

lighting to voltage fluctuations [7]. The conclusions of the report proposed the adaptation309

of the IEC flickermeter to a new reference lamp with lower sensitivity in order to obtain more310

realistic measurements of flickering by modern lamps. In 2010, the working group C4.111 of311

CIGRE was established to study two alternatives: changing the reference lamp of the IEC312

standard, or increasing the established compatibility levels for voltage fluctuations [9].313

The objective of the current work was to analyze in depth the behavior of modern lighting314

technologies when subjected to voltage fluctuations. The work presents an analysis of the315

spectral complexity of the voltage fluctuations used. The work assesses the responses of a316

set of modern lamps to analytical fluctuations of low complexity and—for the first time in317

the literature—to real voltage signals of high complexity. The results were quite unexpected318

and remarkable.319
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First, the results clearly challenge the assumed insensitivity of new lighting technologies.320

Some of these new lighting technologies showed low sensitivity to voltage fluctuations in321

real scenarios. However, this cannot be generalized, because the results obtained for other322

lamps that have considerable market share [25] showed higher sensitivity than incandescent323

lamps. This fact undermines the explanation previously given for the absence of complaints324

in areas with high voltage flicker levels. Furthermore, the existence of some modern lamps325

with sensitive behavior in real scenarios makes the alternative of increasing the compatibility326

levels unfeasible.327

Second, our results, in accordance with previous works [13, 14, 20, 22], indicate that328

modern lamps are not of uniform sensitivity. Their sensitivity seems to depend on the329

lighting technology, the complexity of the input voltage fluctuations, and the site where the330

lamp is used. These facts complicate the possibility of changing the reference lamp used in331

the IEC standard. The current standard uses the gain curve of the incandescent lamp as a332

linear model. The selection of a new reference lamp would require modification of the lamp333

model by including the gain curve of the new selected lamp, assuming linear behavior. Our334

work showed that the flicker severity values measured by the illuminance flickermeter for335

the incandescent lamp were almost identical to the values measured by the IEC flickermeter,336

confirming the adequacy of the current linear model for incandescent lamps. However, our337

work also demonstrates that the gain curves of some modern lamps do not represent their338

behavior when they are supplied with real signals; instead, they exhibit nonlinear behaviors.339

Hence, the selection of a new reference lamp would also require the creation of a nonlinear340

lamp model [26].341

A possible solution could be to incorporate immunity to voltage fluctuations into the de-342

sign process of new lighting technologies, thus achieving better control over lamp flickering.343

New lighting technologies would have to be designed with lower responses to voltage fluc-344

tuations than those typical of incandescent lamps. The responsibility for ensuring that new345

lamps had low sensitivity would fall on the lamp manufacturers. However, it is important to346

consider again the differences in the behavior of some modern lamps when subjected to an-347

alytical fluctuations versus real signals, which would complicate the design of any immunity348

14



protocol for new lamps.349
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Figure Captions410

Figure 1 Diagram of the voltage generation and illuminance recording411

processes.412

Figure 2 LUT sensitivity curves. (a) Gain curves for sinusoidal voltage413

fluctuations and (b) Pst values for rectangular voltage fluctua-414

tions.415

Figure 3 Waveform of the illuminance fluctuation for a rectangular volt-416

age fluctuation. (a) I1 lamp and (b) F1 lamp.417

Figure 4 Functional diagram of the illuminance flickermeter.418

Figure 5 Time evolution of Pst and Plt values for the real voltage signals419

at each site; (a) Sa, (b) Sb, (c) Sc and (d) Sd.420

Figure 6 Real voltage signal at Sc site. (a) Temporal evolution of the421

voltage fluctuation and (b) power spectral density by Welch422

estimator.423

Figure 7 Plt values for each LUT at the selected sites. (a,b,c,d) Time424

evolution and (e,f,g,h) box-plots, corresponding to Sa, Sb, Sc425

and Sd.426

Table Titles427

Table 1 Set of lamps under test (LUTs).428

Table 2 Spectral Entropy of the analyzed signals.429

Table 3 TS: percentage of Plt,LUT values exceeding the unit and simulta-430

neously the 90% of the Plt,I1 values.431
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Id. Lamp Powera Lum Flux Energy Efficiency Branch
Technology (W) (Lumen) Class (Model)

I1 Incandescent 60 850 E Philips
H1 Halogen 42 630 C Lexman
C1b CFL 23 1380 A Lexman (EU23W)
C2c CFL 18 1050 B General Electric (Biax F18DBX)
F1c LFL 18 1050 B Sylvania (F18W/54-765-T8)
L1 LED 12 650 A Osram (Parathom Classic A60)
C3b,d CFL 12 600 A Philips (Softone)

a 230 V / 50 Hz
b Electronic ballast
c Electromagnetic ballast
d Dimmable lamp

Table 1



Sin. Rect. Rand. Noise Sa S
b

Sc S
d

0.03
a

0.41 7.34 ± 0.01
b

4.67 ± 1.21 4.18± 1.02 4.83± 0.89 4.85± 1.04

a
Mean value of the SE

b
Standard deviation of the SE

Table 2



H1 C1 C2 C3 F1 L1

Sa 0 0 0 0 0 0

Sb 79.1 0 0 84.5 0 0

Sc 58.2 0 64.3 51.27 63.6 0

Sd 92.6 0 0 92.3 0 0

Table 3
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